
BURNING TREE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
October 20, 2016

Board Meeting Minutes

A scheduled meeting of the Board of Directors (the “Board”) of the Burning Tree Homeowners
Association (“BTHOA”) was held at 6:30 PM (Mountain Time) at the Town Hall of Columbine Valley,
located at 2 Middlefield Road, Columbine Valley, CO 80123.

Present were: Ted Snailum, Michael Farley, Karyn Thompson-Panos, Kim Byers, Patty Scriffiny and Judy
White.

No absences.

There was a quorum of the Board.

Guest in attendance:
Mark Shimoda
Don Miller
Debbie Miller
Patrick Fitzgerald
Veronica Fitzgerald
Eric West
Ken Cook
Linda McMahan

Ted served as Chairman and called the meeting to order at 6:30 PM.

Approval of Minutes:
The Board members approved via email the September HOA meeting minutes.

Agenda:
Old Business – New Business – Board Reports: (Due to a personal commitment, Patty Scriffiny had to
leave the meeting around 7 p.m., and so the agenda was adjusted so Patty could present her pool report
first.)

1.Discussion on installing a surveillance camera at the Burning Tree entrance (or elsewhere) to
record license plates to be accessed if a crime has been committed

2.Developments in the Tuck property
3.Adding a No Outlet sign at the southern entry to Burning Tree (Karyn)
4.Board reports (pool, social, tennis, financial, secretary, president)
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Pool Report:
Patty Scriffiny sent out the following details of her pool report in advance of the meeting, including an
update on the disconnection of internet service to the pool for the off season, for the Board’s advance
review and consideration.
Patty reported that Paul Bennett, who had assisted with the installation of the wifi-supported
surveillance system at the pool, had been under the impression that we could utilize “vacation service”
for our internet connection. Unfortunately, this interruption in service is only available for phone lines,
not internet. (We are currently on a month to month contract for a total of $83.98, which includes
taxes.) Patty indicated that from her perspective, it seems too costly to continue the internet service all
year long. However, if the service is canceled, which has no disconnect penalties, it should be noted that
we may not be able to reactivate the service next summer if the “wire pairs” get used for someone
else’s service request. In addition, by fully cancelling the service, Paul Bennett will have to start from
scratch again because we will have an entirely new IP address. Patty reported that her Century Link
contact promised that we would not have any startup fees for reactivating the service. The only other
option we have rather than canceling and reducing our monthly cost, is to go on a 2 year contract with
auto pay, which would reduce our monthly fee by about $20, bringing it to $64.99.

Since this amount was more than the Board had anticipated when the pool surveillance system was
originally installed, we agreed that if we end up having to go to the pool to review surveillance tapes in
case of an incident, that would be acceptable. At Patty’s recommendation, the Board concurred that we
should disconnect the Internet access and take our chances to reconnect remote access in the spring.

New Business:
1. Tuck property
Ted presented an update on the Tuck property sale.  He informed the attendees that the Tuck developer
is threatening to disconnect from Columbine Valley.  That is the reason for the delay of the P&Z meeting
until Oct. 25.  Our Board has met with the developer and our Board has met with the Polo Meadows
Board and Mr. Tuck, the builder and the developer.  The builder has presented compromise proposals,
including reducing the number of homes to 95 and sending 22 homes through the Country Club via
Fairway Lane in addition to building brick walls along Hunter Run Lane and putting funds in escrow to
pay for a traffic light at Platte Canyon and Hunter Run Lane in the future.

The Board agreed that the document submitted by the builder cannot be signed by the Board in its
current form.  Ted explained that there is little chance that the other HOAs will sign the agreement.
There is no upside for the Polo Meadows HOA to sign the agreement, as there is no mitigation for their
previously communicated concerns.

Dr. Shimoda raised the question of whether an alternate buyer could take the place of CalAtlantic and
Garret Baum.  The group explained that there is an existing contract that takes precedence.  Dr.
Shimoda gave an example of the dog park on Bowles where the developer was bought out.

Veronica Fitzgerald reminded us that Columbine Valley residents are also residents of Arapahoe County
and that we should approach Araphaoe County with our concerns and complaints.  Tara Sonenstein
pointed out that Columbine Valley comprises a very small percentage of Arapahoe County residents.
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Tara also reminded the Board that she had sent a letter to the Board previously asking us to be
deliberate in articulating to the builder exactly what our expectations are. There is a faction of the
neighborhood that is concerned that 95 homes might be the best deal we can expect.   If this deal is not
approved, and the developer disconnects and goes with Arapahoe County, we may be seeing a far
higher density and lower cost homes as a result.

Ken Cook pointed out that the contract is called an adhesion contract.  He reminded us of the recent fire
in Columbine Country Club that prevented all residents east of the country club bridge to enter or leave
the neighborhood, underscoring the advisability of building multiple access points into and out of the
new development.

Dr. Shimoda suggested that Columbine Valley articulate our desire in terms of the number of homes,
such as 70, and see what the builder says.  Veronica Fitzgerald brought up that her house never had a
wall in the past and that we need to include the Fitzgeralds in the demand for a brick wall should the
development go through.  Ken Cook pointed out that the island must stay in place in order to avoid the
requirement to update the width and meet other regulations for a new or updated road.

In conclusion of this topic, Ted Snailum explained that he requires that a majority of the homeowners
would need to approve the document from the developer before it could be signed.  Ted will explain to
Garret Baum that we would like to continue our negotiations with him but that we have no ability to
sign this document under the current circumstances. Ted explained that he expects none of the HOAs
to sign the agreement, as at this point, the language in the current document is unacceptable.  Eric West
suggested that we explain to the builder that we cannot sign the current document in this time frame
and that we’d like to work with them.  It is suspected that the builder knew that no HOA would be
willing to sign the document.

In summary, the developer has tried to commit something to each neighborhood to address their
concerns and win approval from the P&Z Commission and the Board of Trustees:

 For Burning Tree, this is a brick wall and commitment to no Cypress Point entry.
 A light on Platte Canyon, construction management and keeping the current Hunter Run Lane

island in place is what is being committed to Polo Meadows.
 Limited access via Fairway Lane is what has been committed to the Country Club.

2. New signage (Karyn).  Karyn will ask JD for 2 signs to be posted at the entrance to Burning Tree:  No U
Turns and No Outlet.  She will inform him of the security camera being installed on the light post (see
photo below).

Old Business:
1. Surveillance camera
The Board discussed installing a low-cost surveillance camera at the entrance to Burning Tree for use in
identifying culprits when a crime has been committed.  This issue was raised in response to a recent
burglary in the middle of the day. After previous investigation provided solutions that were very
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elegant but also high cost, the Board agreed to look at lower cost alternatives. Karyn provided the
following overview of a solar-operated, $240 wildlife motion sensor camera that could be installed on a
light post at the entry to the neighborhood that she and her husband Dean researched.

Requirements that were looked for:
 motion sensor camera to capture comings and goings at the Burning Tree entrance and deliver

high quality photos where license plates can be read
 solar powered device that requires no electricity, maximizing flexibility of camera location
 infrared capability for clear night-time photos without bright flashes
 little or no required maintenance, so that if no security breaches are reported, the camera

doesn't need to be accessed, e.g. to change batteries, SD cards, etc.
 storage for at least 2 weeks' worth of photos with the capability to write over the oldest photos

once the card is full
 reasonable cost

The features for the Spypoint Solar trail camera Karyn and Dean found at Cabela's:
The SPYPOINT SOLAR trail camera has a built-in solar panel & rechargeable battery along with 6 AA
batteries for backup so if we lose the sun for a few days, the device will continue to work. The trigger
speed of 0.07 sec is the fastest on the market. The curved motion sensor lens improves the detection
angle and distance of its 5 detection zones. The detection range can be adjusted from 5' to 80'. The
device will capture up to 6 photos per detection.

The SPYPOINT SOLAR trail camera captures 12-megapixel photos or HD videos in color by day & black-
and-white by night. The camera uses high-power super low glow LEDs combined with blur reduction
technology to have the best image quality at night. It has a flash range of 100'.

The camera's 32GB SD card, which is readable on any computer with an SD slot, has the ability to store
approximately 12,600 photos.  Depending on traffic, we estimate this should accommodate at least 3-4
weeks' worth of activity.  If the SD card is not replaced when full, the camera will begin writing over the
oldest photos, providing continuous storage with no maintenance required.

We have studied the possible mounting positions at the entryway and recommend installing the camera
via its mounting strap on the metal light post on the north side of the entryway, where the solar panel
has full-day access to the sun and where the camera cannot be stolen or vandalized. The camera should
be installed using a ladder high up on the light pole so it is inaccessible to passersby and protected from
vandals. (The Board should inform the Town that this device has been placed on the light pole so they
are aware.) This position will support photos of both incoming and outgoing cars, as shown below.
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Total cost, including camera, 2 SD cards, and locking cable:  $240

The Board voted unanimously to approve the installation of this video camera system. Karyn will
include an article in the next newsletter informing neighbors of the camera.

Board Reports:
Parks (Judy White) – The budget for 2017 is approximately the same as for 2016.  Judy will get an
estimate for replacing the sprinkler system. Judy is handling the fall preparations, including the sprinkler
blow-out and tree pruning.  Judy is replacing the ash trees as they die or need replacement.

Treasurer (Michael Farley) – Budget discussions need to start soon.  We need to publish the budget 90
days in advance of the annual meeting, which is now.  Therefore, we will send the budget out with the
Nov. 1 newsletter. We should consider a retainer for legal support for small projects.  All budgets should
be emailed to Michael by Thursday, Oct. 27. Michael will include the 2017 budget in the Nov.
newsletter. Michael also suggested that the HOA Board could use training on the scope of an HOA
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Board’s responsibility.  Ted will check with getting a possible presenter to come to a Board meeting for
training.

Social (Kim Byers) – Kim will provide adult refreshments in the north park on Halloween just before the
parade.  She will notify the neighbors to look for them in a separate note that she will send out
reminding residents of the parade.  The Christmas party will be hosted by the Caplises again this year.
They are in the process of picking the date.

Secretary (Karyn Thompson-Panos) - Karyn asked Board members to send their newsletter articles to her
by noon Sat., Oct. 29. She will be out of town for the next meeting, so another Board member will need
to take notes and prepare the minutes.

President (Ted Snailum) - Ted raised the issue that 4 Board member positions are up in January: Ted,
Judy, Tara, and Patty. Karyn will include this news in the next newsletter.

Tennis (Tara Sonenstein) – Tara replaced the center strap on one net on the tennis court, as requested
by a resident.

Adjournment:
The meeting was adjourned at 8:15 PM.

The next Board meeting is on Thursday, Nov. 17, 2016 at 6:30 PM.


